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Touch pool in foreground of pattern garden 

 

Public Exhibit Installation Rapid 
 

Trent Summers and his crew from Interpretive Exhibits have been hard at work installing all the 

rock work, display panels, cabinetry and other components for the Public Wing Grand Opening on 

May 17. Tony Watson and the physical plant crew have also been very busy with plumbing, 

electricity, fire alarms and unloading exhibit parts. Due to problems with delivery of exhibit pieces, 

faulty plumbing of the large Plexiglas tanks, items broken at arrival and pieces that didn't fit the 

specs, the "pre-opening" has been delayed to at least May 1. Even if all the exhibits are not 

completed by May 17, the Dedication Ceremony will be held as planned (see related article).  

Dr. Mahlon Kriebel stands by water wheel works 

Dr. Mahlon Kriebel arrived from Syracuse, New York, to oversee the assembly and installation of 

the chaos waterwheel in the Pattern Garden. Representatives from Aldrich/Pears (the exhibit 

designers) have been on site working to iron out problems and speed up the installation process. In 

the background, Dann Cutter, our Public Wing computer analyst, has been working on the 

installation of the interactive computer exhibits and all the necessary equipment, wiring and 

circuitry for the front. The computer programs are still in the development process and program 

disks arrive nearly daily.  

The grotto entrance 

The most massive exhibit is the rock grotto for the Eye-Level Scale. It features a walk-in cave with 

Plexiglas bubbles (one at adult height and one at child/wheelchair height). Visitors can poke their 

heads into the bubble and see the tank creatures "eye-to-eye." Electricians are installing all the 

needed track lighting to highlight the exhibits, bringing light out of the very dark circular interior. 

The two crates of artificial trees for the kelp/land forest are still waiting to be set up. Walking 

through the work area one sees a rock section resplendent with tube worms, mussels and barnacles, 

next to sleek aluminum stanchions. Putting this puzzle together is truly searching for patterns! 

 
 

Triple Dedication on May 17 

The Dedication Ceremony for the Public Wing and new ship operations facilities is actually the 

third of three dedications to be held May 17 at the HMSC. The first dedication, starting at 10:00 

a.m., is for the Tsunami Inundation Modeling Center, which is being established with the NOAA 



VENTS program. Of the two staffers for this Center, only one has been hired, Robert Kamphaus, a 

NOAA Corps officer, who will serve as administrative support. The tsunami modeler position will 

not be filled until September, awaiting completion of offices and the search. The Tsunami 

Dedication will take place in the auditorium. 

The second Dedication is a more low-key affair, as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service publicly 

recognizes the existence of their beautiful "new" Coastal Oregon Wildlife Refuge building with a 

small luncheon for VIPs. 

The final ceremony will be at 2:00 p.m. for the Public Wing and will feature Senator Hatfield as the 

keynote speaker, and addresses by OSU President Paul Risser, State Representative Terry 

Thompson, Bob Malouf of Oregon Sea Grant and Dean Brent Dalrymple of the College of Oceanic 

& Atmospheric Sciences. The Newport Fishermen's Wives will be serving hors d'oeuvres and the 

Yachats Big Band will be providing music after the flag ceremony. Everyone is invited to attend. 

 
 

$50,000 in Markham Research Money Awarded 

Because of the generosity of Mrs. Mamie Markham in leaving a research endowment, the HMSC 

was able to award nearly $50,000 for seven research projects. Recipients are: 

· Jasvinder Kaur - Michael Morrissey, Major Professor - Food Science- Recovery of bioactive 

components from surimi waste water 

· Stephen Bobko - Steven Berkeley - F&W - Effects of maternal age on reproductive success of 

black rockfish 

· Carl Demetropoulos - Chris Langdon - F&W - A more efficient abalone/dulse aquaculture system 

· Kyoung Chul Park and Hamdi Ogut - Paul Reno - Microbiology - Epizootiological models for 

spread of infectious diseases in salmon; Virulence factors in fish viruses 

· Sajeemas Pasakdee - Haejung An - Food Science - Cathepsin L and other lysosomal enzyme 

respsones to fish stress 

· Nobuyuki Kawasaki - Pat Wheeler - Oceanography - What controls primary production in Oregon 

coastal water? 

· Gabriella Montaño - Hiram Li - F&W - Marine refuges and red sea urchins 

The Annual Markham Research Symposium will be held June 2 in the Library Seminar Room. The 

Symposium brings the donors and the recipients of the Markham and numerous other awards 

together. The recipients share the research being done with the donors, department chairs and other 

interested parties. A schedule of speakers will be posted at the end of May and anyone at the 

HMSC is welcome to attend. A luncheon will be served and non-participants can share the lunch 

for $6.  



 
 

Deadline for Four Awards Draws Near 

Four separate awards are available to individuals at the HMSC and the deadline for all but one 

is May 15. The Bill Wick Marine Fisheries Award application is due May 27. 

Schwantes Memorial - $500 - To foster sound marine resource management. Open to any HMSC 

graduate student doing marine-related research that would have applied economic impact on West 

Coast ports and harbors. Due May 15. 

Holt Marine Education - $5,000 - To foster education in the marine sciences by providing 

financial support to undergraduate or graduate students pursuing marine science studies. The 

request should have definite educational output for a course, public education, extension, etc. and 

be marine related. Due May 15. 

Reynolds Scholarship - $900 - Applied to resident HMSC graduate student tuition, paid in three 

equal term installments, beginning fall term. Due May 15. 

Bill Wick Marine Fisheries - $2,500 - For graduate students in the area of marine fisheries 

ecology, with special interest in Pacific whiting, including ecology, food processing, economics 

and marketing. Due May 27. 

All recipients will participate in the Markham Symposium on June 2 at the HMSC Library Seminar 

Room. 

 
 

Newport EPA to Hire Two New Researchers 

The Coastal Ecology Branch of the Western Ecology Division of EPA, housed at the HMSC, will 

be filling two new positions: a fisheries biologist and a marine ecologist. In addition, the Corvallis 

and Newport branches will be sharing the services of a landscape ecologist. The search is currently 

underway to replace the two research positions lost with the retirement of Rick Swartz and the 

transfer of Walt Frick. 

The Coastal Ecology Branch conducts research on the effects of anthropogenic and natural 

stressors in coastal and estuarine ecosystems. The research focus is on cumulative effects of 

stressors on ecologically and economically important assessment endpoints (e.g. fish and oyster 

production) in Pacific Northwest estuaries. Current projects include research on: 

· Productive capacity of estuaries and habitats within estuaries 

· Areal extent and distribution of habitats of special concern 

· Effects of habitat-altering stressors on fish, invertebrate and wildlife populations and communities 



Research activities include large-scale (estuary-wide) field studies and laboratory investigations of 

relationships between stressors and effects. The research goal is to predict the effects of watershed 

alterations and introduced species (Spartina and exotic benthic invertebrates) on Pacific Northwest 

estuaries. 

In addition, a permanent branch chief will be coming on board August 1, if the current search goes 

as planned. For several years different Newport EPA researchers have been rotating as acting 

branch chiefs. Bob Lackey of the Corvallis branch is now in that acting position.  

 

Welcome, Tom and Michele! 

Two new people have joined the crew at the RSF building: Tomas Follett with the Marine Mammal 

Program and Michele Ottmar with the Fisheries Behavioral Ecology group of NMFS. 

Tom just earned his B.S. in Zoology from University of Washington, after going back to school 

after a varied career. He serves as the systems administrator for Bruce Mate's group and will be 

working on compiling all their various data into one database. He wanted to work for Bruce 

because he hopes to go back for a graduate degree in marine mammalogy eventually. His wife 

Sarah will be joining him in June and she will be finishing her work in speech and hearing 

pathology at University of Oregon. A native of Idaho, Tom enjoys surfing, volleyball, sailing and 

snowboarding.  

Michele Ottmar has filled the vacancy with Matrix (a contractor working for NMFS) left by 

Jim Burke. She also just finished her B.S. degree (in Fisheries) from Humboldt State University. 

She works in fish husbandry, feeding fish, back flushing pipes and doing plumbing. She eventually 

wants to live in Alaska and has traveled extensively as an Air Force kid. Michele enjoys hiking, 

fishing and being a home chemist (making soaps, paper, and other creative things with her hands). 

 
 

Safeway and Fred Meyer Script Available 

 

Buy $20 of script, get $20 of groceries/supplies. 

 

(Same as cash) 

 

Habitat for Humanity of Yaquina Bay 

 

gets $1 for every $20 you buy 

 

at no cost to you! 

 

See Pam in Director's Office 

 

 



 

Does this newsletter seem short? 

The editor needs your help in uncovering stories to publish. Any leads are appreciated and will be 

followed up. Call Pam at 7-0212 or send an email to rogersp@ccmail.orst.edu. 

 


